
 
 

 

 

The 1410E is 14 cu.yd. 10ft width of cut ejector scraper. This machine is the next 

generation of MFWD tractor powered earthmovers from Ashland Industries.  The 

main assemblies -- sidewalls, floor, rear frame, and front section – are modularly 

bolted together. Allowing for repeatability in production and a smaller shipping foot-

print. Ashland has worked to communize major components between models and 

increase efficiencies in manufacturing with the use of robotics. That means superior 

performance and greater value to our customers and dealers.

EFFICIENT, ECONOMICAL SOLUTION 

1410E
14 cu. yd - 225 +HP. - Ejector - Direct Mount
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ENGINEERED SIMPICITY

Servicing now takes seconds, not minutes. All other pivot pins and cylinders utilize 1,200-
hour self-lubricating composite bearings throughout the scraper. Reducing grease locations 
by nearly 80%, making the 1410E quicker and easier to service.   

Unit shown with Optional Laser Mast

The 1410E is a rear lift control ejector scraper.  With the lift 
controlled at the rear of the scraper the floor remains nearly 
flat when loading.  The side router blades extend several 
inches ahead of the blades to keep material within the bowls 
cut.  The forward placed router blades and flat floor angle 
are beneficial when loading loose material commonly found 
while leveling ground for irrigation.  

FOR MFWD TRACTORS 
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DO MORE. 
Web - www.ashlandind.com
Scraper Drawbars www.scraperdrawbar.com
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Toll Free - 877 . 634 . 4622   
Direct - 715 . 682 . 4622 ext 610

APRON - FRONT SECTION 

PUSHOFF

2 - 4 WHEEL CARRIAGE 

SPECIFICATIONS

Your Dealer

SCRAPER HITCH

Capacity, Heaped (ISO 6485): 14 cu. yd.
Laser Mast:   Optional
Hitch Weight:   25%
Blade Clearance (22” hitch) 17”
Cut (22” hitch)   6.0”
Lift Cylinder:   5”x16”
Apron Cylinder:   4”x13”
Ejector Cylinder:  4.5”x40”
Apron Opening   49”
Greaseless    (6 zerks on hitch)
Blades:    All reversible 
Overall Width:   134”
Overall Length (no rear hitch): 298.06”
Overall Height: (blade on ground) 74.25” (No Mast)
                 105.4”  (With Mast)
Weight 2-tire Carriage  14,000 lbs. **
 4-tire Carriage  15,300 lbs. **

VISIBILITY

TOP LOADING

PLUMBING
  The stylized curved sidewall 
allows more capacity near the 
rear of the bowl while lowering 
the apron slightly for increased 
visibility into the scraper when 
loading. The lower portion of the 
sidewalls are very clean and free 
from bulky framework, providing 
great trash flow around the ma-
chine, shedding debris that would 
typically build-up.

  The rugged tubular design of 
the pushoff wall and heavy-duty 
formed steel rear support, 
ensure quick ejection of the 
payload without incident. 
Large steel floor rollers with 
self-lubricating composite fiber 
bushings and mid-mounted 
high-density polyurethane slide 
blocks, guide the ejection wall 
effortlessly with minimal main-
tenance required.

  The 22” headache rack can 
be easily tilted backwards for 
top loading. You no longer 
need to remove and relocate 
bolts into different positions. 
Simply loosen 5 bolts and 
rotate to the desired angle. 
Elongated holes cut into the 
headache rack allow the op-
erator to see beyond the ma-
chine from the tractors cab.   

  The front section pipe is placed 
high on the scraper sidewall 
which provides an unobstructed 
apron opening to easily eject off 
your material quickly. 
When the ejector cylinder is fully 
extended, the ejector wall runs 
past the blades several inches 
to unload with ease. Convenient 
viewing windows are placed on 
both sides of the apron allowing 
the operator to see into the 
bowl when loading

  The modular design provides 
flexible configurations for the 
rear frame wheel system. Select 
either a 2-wheel or 4-wheel rear 
frame system.  
  If you desire less rolling resis-
tance, the 2-tire comes standard 
with pair of 20.5x25 tires. These 
taller tires are able to “climb-up” 
in softer conditions providing you 
greater floatation.    

  If you want more uniform 
compaction or land leveling, 
select the 4-tire frame. The four 
17.5x25 tires provide uniform 
compaction in most conditions 
across the width of the scraper.    

 

  Both the 2 & 4 tire setups have 
heavy-duty multi-piece wheels 
with valve stem protection  large 
10-bolt hubs and high capaci-
ty 4.5” spindles. Servicing the 
wheels is easy and fast. Simply 
remove the 4 bolts from the 
pillow blocks and the entire axle 
wheel assembly can be rolled 
away from the scraper. 

  Our signature 360 degree 
swivel hitch has the ability 
to swivel on a multiple axis, 
promising a smooth ride with-
out binding. This large hitch is 
considered overboard by com-
petitive standards. Massive 
4” pivot pins, large hardened 
steel bushings provide you 
peace of mind that this hitch 
will stand the test of time.   

  The hydraulic plumbing runs 
through the internal framework of 
the scraper. While top loading, it is 
particularly important that the lines 
are unexposed to falling material.  
The 1410E elegantly shields these 
lines within the front pipe and side 
frame of the machine.


